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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Roberto Carrizo has contributed to the dictionary with 21 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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argentina
Country of South America.  Its name derives from the word "argentum" (silver).  Its capital is the city of Buenos Aires, it
has 2 . 780. 400 square km of area, has about 45. 000 . 000 inhabitants and speak Spanish.  Famous for tango, mate,
gauchos, Maradona, Messi and Italian and Spanish ancestry of much of the population.

arma
Object used to attack or defend, such as a pistol, rifle, dagger, sword, etc.

auto
In some countries, abbreviated form of automobile.

automóvil
Motor vehicle on wheels.

bala
Projectile fired with a firearm

banco
Elongated seat found in public places.

bariloche
A city located in the Argentine province of Río Negro, at the foot of the Andes mountain range.  Very touristic and
famous for its ski resorts.

bosta
In Argentina, as in Colombia, it refers to the manure or poo of cows, horses, etc.  Also in Argentina is used to say that
something is bad or not useful.  Example: "This pen is a bosta, it does not write".  Also for example when we refer to a
bad person : "You're a hell of a person, you just shaved at me . "

buenos aires
1-Province of Argentina .  Its capital is La Plata.  2-Capital of this last country, also called Federal Capital or
Autonomous City of Buenos Aires (CABA) .

córdoba
Province of Argentina located in the center of the country, its capital is the city of the same name.

hacha
Tool to cut wood and other uses, consisting of a head with edge and a handle.

honda
Ancient weapon for throwing stones and used by many armies formerly.  Very famous for being the weapon of the
legend of David and Goliath, with which the first killed the second.  It is also often called this more current thing formed



by a fork with two elastics, a leather in the middle where the stone is put and that we already know, but this is not
technically correct.  They're two different things.

madera
Material located under the bark of trees.

mere
Weapon used by the Maori of New Zealand.  It is flat in the shape of a paddle and made of pounamu, a mineral.

panza
Synonym of belly, belly, etc.

pistola
Short firearm, which can be used with one hand.

plata
White and shiny metal widely used in jewelry.  It is a chemical element of atomic number 47 and symbol Ag.

policia
Force responsible for ensuring public order and the safety of citizens.  Also in Spanish, any member belonging to this
force is named.

santa cruz
Southern Province of Argentina ( Patagonia).  Its capital is Río Gallegos.

santa fe
Argentine Province .  Its capital is the city of the same name.

trabuco
In Argentina, it is used to refer to transvestites.


